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In a recent discussion of the role of electron–electron
repulsion in interpreting chemical reaction mechanisms and
spectroscopic phenomena, Liu (1) gives an incorrect answer
to the question, Why is the triplet state lower in energy than
the corresponding singlet state?

After reviewing the mathematical form of the singlet and
triplet wave functions for a two-electron system, Liu presents
the plausible and frequently used explanation that the anti-
symmetric triplet spatial wave function keeps electrons apart
while the symmetric singlet spatial wave function permits
electrons to be close together. Therefore it follows that elec-
tron–electron repulsion must be lower in the triplet state, giv-
ing it a lower total energy, E, than the singlet state, which
clearly must have greater interelectron repulsion.

Snow and Bills (2) challenged this explanation over thirty
years ago with a review of low- and high-level calculations
on the 1s12s1 and 1s12p1 excited states of the helium atom
available in the research literature. The most accurate calcu-
lations (for all practical purposes exact) available for the he-
lium 1s12s1 excited state are shown in Table 1.1 All numerical
results are reported in atomic units. (Energy: Eh = 2.626 MJ
mol�1; distance: a0 = 52.9 pm)

It is obvious that the explanation Liu offers for the rela-
tive stability of the triplet state is not supported by accurate
quantum mechanical calculations. The electrons are actually
closer on average in the triplet state (smaller �r12�), and con-
sequently electron–electron repulsion (Vee) and electron ki-
netic energy (T ) are higher in the triplet state.2 As the table
shows the real reason that the triplet state lies low is due to
greater electron–nucleus attraction (Vne). In other words, Vne

decreases more than Vee and T increase leading to a more
stable triplet state.

Two questions emerge at this point:
• What is the origin of the incorrect explanation that

the results in Table 1 refute?

• How do we “explain” the results in Table 1?

The answer to the first question seems clear in Snow and Bills’
article—first-order perturbation theory. Using zero-order
wave functions (the He+ 1s and 2s eigenfunctions) to calcu-
late the singlet and triplet energies of the helium 1s12s1 ex-
cited state yields the results shown in Table 2.

While this simple calculation correctly shows that the
triplet state is more stable than the singlet state, it cannot be
safely used for interpretive purposes because it violates the
virial theorem, which requires �E � = ��T � = 1/2[�Vne� + �Vee�].
In other words, no physical significance should be attached
to the lower interelectron repulsion it yields for the triplet
state.

In the search for an answer to the second question, we
accept guidance from Robert Mulliken’s famous remark (3):
“... the more accurate the calculations became, the more the
concepts tended to vanish into thin air.” In other words, we
seek a level of theory that is quantum mechanically sound and
also comprehensible in terms of traditional chemical concepts
such as orbitals. The best way to find this theoretical level is
to move up gradually from the first-order perturbation theory
calculation summarized in Table 2. The calculations that fol-
low have been carried out in the Mathcad programming en-
vironment and are available on the Internet (4).

An obvious improvement to the first-order perturbation
theory calculation is to add a variational parameter, α, to the
1s and 2s wave functions:
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Results for such a variational calculation on the 1s12s1 sin-
glet and triplet states of He and Li+ are shown in Table 3.
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�E � � 630.2 � 880.0 � 421.2
�T � � 005.2 0 � 005.2
�V en � � 000.5 0 � 000.5
�V ee � � 464.0 � 880.0 � 673.0
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This calculation shows that the triplet state has a lower
energy because both Vne and Vee have lower values in the trip-
let state. This is a hint that the simple notion that only Vee
counts is not valid. This calculation also correctly shows that
the triplet state species is smaller (has a larger decay constant
α) than the singlet state.

The next step is obvious—a two-parameter calculation
that assigns the 2s orbital an independent variational param-
eter β. The results for this calculation are shown in Table 4.
The first thing to note is that this wave function is not quite
good enough for He. It shows the singlet state slightly lower
in energy than the triplet, but it does show, in agreement
with the exact calculations, that Vee is higher for the triplet
state. Everything is in order for Li+, showing that Vne is the
reason the triplet state lies lower in energy than the singlet
because it overwhelms the increases in T and Vee. Additional
calculations on Be2+, B3+, and so forth are consistent with
the lithium ion results. Given this success it appears justified
to use the two-parameter wave function to formulate an an-
swer to the second question.

These calculations show that Vee increases and Vne de-
creases in going from the singlet to the triplet state. The re-
sults also reveal a sharp decrease in the average orbital radius
for the 2s electron in the triplet state. These findings are self-
consistent; the antisymmetric character of the triplet state
spatial wave function permits a sharp contraction of the 2s
orbital increasing the interelectronic repulsion with the 1s
electron, but at the same time greatly increasing the favor-
able attractive interaction between the 2s electron and the
nucleus. Shenkuan previously offered a similar analysis on
the basis of fourth-order perturbation theory calculations (5).
He summarized the results of his study as follows:

In neutral atoms, in many positive ions, and in small
molecules, the energy differences among multiplets are
dominated by the energy differences in electron–nuclear
attractions—not by the energy differences of interelec-
tron repulsions, which was held traditionally.

The singlet–triplet energy difference can be examined
further by consideration of the following two-step mecha-
nism using the lithium ion calculation as an example:
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In the singlet–triplet transition two things change: spatial
symmetry and orbital size. In the first step the spatial sym-
metry changes (symmetric to antisymmetric) while the or-
bitals are frozen at singlet-state size. As shown in Table 5,
kinetic energy and electron–electron repulsion decrease, while
electron–nucleus and total energy increase. In the second step
the orbitals relax to their optimum triplet-state sizes. This
net orbital contraction increases kinetic energy and electron–
electron repulsion, and decreases electron–nucleus and total
energy.

This mechanism is visualized in Figure 1 in which the
radial distribution functions3 for the three states are graphed

snoitaluclaClanoitairaVretemaraP-owT.4elbaT
iLdnaeHno + setatStelpirTdnatelgniS

ytreporP
motAmuileH noImuihtiL

1S ∆ 3S 1S ∆ 3S

(s1 α) 310.2 � 910.0 499.1 910.3 � 020.0 999.2

(s2 β) 529.0 626.0 155.1 186.1 988.0 075.2

�E � � 071.2 300.0 � 761.2 � 190.5 � 210.0 � 301.5

�T � 071.2 � 300.0 761.2 190.5 210.0 301.5

�V en � � 495.4 � 620.0 � 026.4 � 926.01 � 550.0 � 486.01

�V ee � 452.0 330.0 782.0 844.0 130.0 974.0

�r s1 � 547.0 700.0 257.0 794.0 300.0 005.0

�r s2 � 984.6 � 026.2 968.3 965.3 � 532.1 433.2

versus the coordinates of both electrons in contour format.
The three panes of the figure clearly show the symmetry
change and the subsequent orbital contraction, providing vi-
sual support for the numeric results presented in Table 5.

Summary

This example teaches the important lesson that an intu-
itively plausible qualitative explanation may not be correct.
Qualitative models for atomic and molecular phenomena re-
quire validation by rigorous calculations based on quantum
mechanical principles. For example, for the electronic states
examined in this study Vee represents less than 4% of the to-

Figure 1. Contour representations of the radial distribution func-
tions graphed versus the coordinates of both electrons.

noitisnarTtelpirT–telgniSarofmsinahceM.5elbaT
s1ehtrof 1 s2 2 iLfoetatSdeticxE +

ytreporP 1S ∆ etaidemretnI ∆ 3S

(s1 α) 910.3 0 910.3 � 020.0 999.2
(s2 β) 186.1 0 186.1 988.0 075.2

�E � � 190.5 131.0 � 069.4 � 341.0 � 301.5
�T � 190.5 � 673.0 517.4 883.0 301.5
�V ee � 844.0 � 241.0 603.0 371.0 974.0
�V en � � 926.01 946.0 � 089.9 � 407.0 � 486.01
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tal energy. Vne, the only negative contribution, dominates at
about 69% while kinetic energy contributes 31%. In the light
of this breakdown it is not surprising that Vee is not the rea-
son for the greater stability of the triplet state.

Notes

1. Please consult ref 2 for the appropriate references to the
original literature. These can be found in Tables 1 and 2.

2. The smaller value for the average interelectron separation
for the triplet state implies a smaller atomic volume. Therefore, ki-
netic energy increases from singlet to triplet because it scales as V �2�3.

3. For example, the singlet state spatial wave function can be
written as

,( ) = ( ) ( ) +1 2 21 2 1 2s s ss sΨ r r N r r r11 2( ) ( )1s r

where r1 and r2 are the coordinates of the electrons and NS is the
normalization constant. The singlet state distribution function is

1 2 1 2 1 2
2 2 2( ) ≈ ( )R s sr r r r r r, ,Ψ

Similar arguments yield the triplet state distribution function.
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